MIO RICKY RICCARDI SHOW PLAYLIST

A Monday Date — Live 1951 Pasadena
Louis Armstrong & His All-Stars
CD: Satchmo — A Musical Autobiography

No (Papa, No)
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
CD: Louis Armstrong: The Complete Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings

Piano Theme, Animal Crackers
The Marx Brothers & Chico Marx
CD: The Marx Brothers Strike Again, Vol. 1

Piano & Violin Duet
Charlie Chaplin & Buster Keaton
Limelight (Original Motion Picture Soundtrack)

Maxi the Taxi
Eddie Cantor
CD: Eddie Cantor (44 Songs)

Basin Street Blues
Louis Armstrong & His All-Stars
CD: The Glenn Miller Story (Motion Picture Soundtrack)
Baby It’s Cold Outside
Louis Armstrong & His All-Stars, feat. Velma Middleton
CD: What a Wonderful World — Louis Armstrong in Concert

All of Me
Louis Armstrong & His All-Stars
CD: Louis Armstrong: 16 Most Requested Songs

Canal Street Blues
Louis Armstrong
CD: Satchmo — A Musical Autobiography

Beau Koo Jack
Louis Armstrong and the Hot Five
CD: Louis Armstrong: The Complete Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings

Mack the Knife
Louis Armstrong & His All-Stars
CD: Louis Armstrong: 16 Most Requested Songs

Flat Foot Floogie
The Mills Brothers & Louis Armstrong
CD: The Anthology 1931-1968

Tight Like This
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
CD: Louis Armstrong: The Complete Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings

Who’Sit
Louis Armstrong His Hot Five
CD: Louis Armstrong: The Complete Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings

West End Blues
Louis Armstrong and His Hot Five
CD: Louis Armstrong: The Complete Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings

The Real Ambassador
Dave Brubeck & Louis Armstrong and His Band
CD: The Real Ambassadors

Cultural Exchange
Dave Brubeck & Louis Armstrong and His Band
CD: The Real Ambassadors

Mumbo Jumbo
Louis Armstrong, Guy Lombardo & His Royal Canadians
Single
Savoy Blues
Louis Armstrong
CD: Louis Armstrong: The Complete Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings

Memories of You
Lionel Hampton & Louis Armstrong
CD: Lionel Hampton

Weather Bird
Louis Armstrong & Earl “Fatha” Hines
CD: Louis Armstrong: The Complete Hot Five and Hot Seven Recordings

Blue Turning Grey Over You
Louis Armstrong & His All-Stars
CD: Satch Plays Fats

Blue Yodel No. 9
Louis Armstrong & Johnny Cash
YouTube

Blue Yodel No. 9
Jimmie Rodgers & Louis Armstrong

YouTube